A mericans trust computers to run critical applications in fields such as banking, medicine, and aviation, but a growing technophobic movement believes that no computer can be trusted for electronic voting. Members of this move ment claim that in order to have secure elections, Americans must revert to paper ballots. Such claims are not only incorrect but
attack the very foundation of our digital society, which is based on the knowledge that information can be reasonably secured. Clearly, no system with a human element-including electronic and nonelectronic voting machines-is error-proof, and specific versions of certain voting machines have security weaknesses. Neither of these facts, however, should be taken as a universal indictment of e-voting.
Direct recording electronic (DRE) voting machines are electronic machines, similar to ATMs, that let voters view ballots on a screen and make choices using an input device such as buttons or a touchscreen. Some opponents of electronic voting are lobbying for legislation that would require so-called "voter-verified paper audit trails" for all DRE voting machines. The purpose of the paper audit trails would be to provide proof that the DRE voting machines functioned correctly. Unfortunately, as discussed in this report, paper audit trails for DRE voting machines have several shortcomings. They do not provide complete security to voters and they increase costs and risks. Furthermore, requiring voter-verified paper audit trails would prevent the use of innovative voting technology that offers voters more security, transparency, and reliability than can be delivered with paper audit trails alone.
Congress is now considering legislation that would mandate that all DRE voting machines have voter-verified paper audit trails, and many states will vote on similar legislation this year. We believe it is time for the debate on e-voting technology to move beyond a discussion of Voting machines used in U.S. elections must satisfy many requirements. First, virtually every state requires a secret (or Australian) ballot, so the machines must allow secret ballots. In the late 1800s, election officials in the United States introduced the secret ballot as an improvement to voice votes and party tickets. 2 A secret ballot has the following properties: it must contain the names of all candidates and the text of all propositions; it must be distributed only at the polls; and it must be marked in secret. 3 Maintaining the confidentiality of voters' selections helps election officials limit voter coercion and vote selling. Second, elections must be secure, so the integrity of the voting machines and ballots must be maintained at all times, and voters must be permitted to vote only once and only in the elections in which they are eligible. Third, elections must be auditable so that election officials can verify that the results of the election are accurate. 4 One difficulty with administering secure and confidential elections in the United States is that there is no trusted third party. A trusted third party is an entity that facilitates transactions between two entities. If the two entities trust a third party, they can use this trust to secure their own interactions. Thus, for example, a notary public provides third-party verification for authenticating and verifying a signature. In theory, election administrators are trusted third parties; in fact, however, many of these individuals are either elected officials or political appointees, so they have a conflict of interest. In the 1920s, one of the primary reasons for moving from paper ballots to mechanized voting was to eliminate the reliance on human participants. 5 The integrity of a paper ballot still depends on physical security controls. Historically, failed security controls have led to modified, spoiled, and stolen ballots, as well as to stuffed ballot boxes.
Voting machines used in U.S. elections must also adhere to a number of usability requirements. First, a number of federal laws, including the Americans with Disabilities Act, the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (as amended in 1982), the Voting Accessibility for the Elderly and Handicapped Act of 1984, and the Help America Vote Act of 2002, guarantee the right of disabled individuals to participate in elections. Second, in many precincts, election material must be available in multiple languages. 6 Third, many states require that voters be allowed to include write-in votes. Fourth, states are required to allow a voter to cast a provisional ballot even if the voter appears to be ineligible to vote. Fifth, some states require ballot rotation so that a candidate cannot gain an advantage from the placement of his or her name on the ballot. Finally, some elections use preferential voting, where voters rank their chosen candidates to avoid the need for a runoff election.
the problem with paper ballots
Voting technology has evolved and improved over time as a result of several technical advances. Before the mechanization of the industrial revolution, voters relied on paper ballots. In the early 1900s, election officials overwhelmingly decided to use mechanical voting machines after witnessing years of fraud and error with paper ballots. 7 Advertisements proclaimed that mechanical lever machines were completely secure because they did not rely on humans to hand count each vote. When voters pulled the lever, their vote was immediately cast and tallied. Voters no longer had to wonder if their ballot would be lost, misinterpreted, or considered a spoiled ballot.
In the late 1950s, as mainframe computers were developed, computerized vote processing was introduced as a more efficient means of vote tallying. By 1982, more than half of the American electorate was using punch-card voting machines, which had replaced lever machines as the dominant voting technology. These machines used the punch-card paper ballots made infamous during the controversial 2000 U.S. presidential election. 9 As history has repeatedly shown, traditional paper ballots are not a secure form of voting. Although some current legislation calls for "durable paper ballots," the term durable is misleading because such ballots are required to withstand only basic handling. 10 The integrity of a paper ballot still depends on physical security controls. Historically, failed security controls have led to modified, spoiled, and stolen ballots, as well as to stuffed ballot boxes. The story of how Lyndon B. Johnson used paper ballots to commit fraud demonstrates the weaknesses of paper ballots.
Another problem with paper ballots is that voters may add extraneous marks to identify their ballot to a third party. If their ballot can be identified by a third party, such as an election official, then voters can engage in vote selling. A common countermeasure to this tactic is to consider any ballot with extraneous marks as a spoiled ballot. The downside to this countermeasure is that it is easy for election officials to spoil a ballot, especially during a manual recount.
The story of lyndon Johnson's election in 1948 to the u.s. senate illustrates how paper ballots enabled fraud and corruption in american elections. Johnson first ran for the u.s. senate in 1941, when Texas held a special election to fill the seat of a recently deceased senator. Johnson was a 32-year-old congressman at the time, and many thought he would soon become the youngest senator in the country. as election day approached, all of the polls showed Johnson in the lead against his opponent governor pappy o'daniel. confident that he would win, Johnson told the precinct bosses he controlled that they could report their results immediately. This decision proved to be a critical mistake. conventional wisdom at the time said that candidates should always wait until the last minute to report the totals in the precincts they controlled. This prevented their opponents from learning how many votes they needed to add to win the election. When Johnson allowed his men to call in their totals early, he gave o'daniel all the advantage he needed. While Johnson celebrated what he thought was a certain victory, o'daniel's campaign quickly had their own men add more votes to their tallies.
The next day Johnson was shocked when he discovered that he had lost the first election of his life. he would not forget this defeat or the means by which he lost. seven years later, in his second run for the senate, Johnson faced the popular former governor coke stevenson in the Texas democratic state primary. Johnson waged an aggressive and expensive campaign against his opponent, but stevenson won a plurality and beat Johnson by 70,000 votes. he did not win a majority, so a runoff election was scheduled.
although Johnson slowly narrowed the gap in the polls between stevenson and himself, as the runoff election date grew closer, Johnson's campaign aides realized stevenson still maintained a solid lead. unable to obtain the remaining votes through conventional methods, Johnson's campaign directed their funds to the political machines that controlled the minority voting blocs along the border and in san antonio. These investments paid off. for example, in the notoriously corrupt duval county controlled by george b. parr, not only did Johnson receive an overwhelming 99 percent of the vote, but the county recorded a 99. 6 vote buying had long been a part of Texas politics, but stevenson declared that these additional 200 votes represented "the first time that the manipulators of the voting in these counties were not content with all-out bloc voting, but re-opened the boxes in secret long after the election had closed and stuffed them with a directed number of ballots." 12 furious at the audacity of Johnson's vote stealing, stevenson decided to prove his allegations of ballot stuffing and headed to alice, the county seat of Jim Wells county, with frank hamer, the legendary Texas ranger best known for tracking down and killing bonnie and clyde.
With the most feared lawman in the lone star state at his side, stevenson marched past george parr's armed gunmen and demanded to see the poll list held in the safe of the Texas state bank of alice. The poll list contained the names of every voter as they signed in to vote. here stevenson found the evidence he was seeking: the last 200 names on the poll list been added in a different color ink, in a single handwriting and in alphabetical order.
his lawyers spent the next weeks rounding up these voters who later testified under oath in federal court that they had not voted in the election. armed with this evidence, along with evidence of voter fraud throughout the state, stevenson tried desperately to block the state from certifying Johnson as the democratic party's nominee. he eventually took the dispute all the way to the u.s. supreme court, but after all copies of the poll list disappeared, the federal court ruled it did not have jurisdiction.
in the end, Johnson prevailed and eventually headed to the u.s. senate with the sobriquet "landslide lyndon." box 1 (continued) Although HAVA provided nearly $4 billion in funding for states to upgrade their voting systems, it did not mandate that the states use a specific voting technology. States could choose any voting technology, including DRE, optical scan, and lever voting machines, that met certain specified functional requirements (e.g., voting machines must be accessible for individuals with disabilities and have an audit capacity).
HAVA also mandated that EAC provide grants for pilot programs to test new technology in voting systems and grants for research and development "to improve the quality, reliability, accuracy, accessibility, affordability, and security of voting equipment, election systems, and voting technology." 15 HAVA authorized EAC to provide $10 million for pilot programs and $20 million for improving voting technology. Since 2002, Congress has failed to appropriate the $30 million to fund these grants authorized by HAVA. 16 Recently proposed legislation would provide approximately $1 billion in additional funding for states to procure new DRE voting machines with printers but would not first appropriate funds to develop and pilot test new voting technology. This legislation, if adopted, would force many states to discard their existing equipment if their current DRE voting machines cannot be upgraded to include a printer.
HAVA authorized EAC to provide $10 million for pilot programs and $20 million for improving voting technolog y. Since 2002, Congress has failed to appropriate the $30 million
to fund these grants authorized by HAVA. 16 Many of the reforms introduced by HAVA have strengthened the U.S. election system. The provisional ballot requirement has helped prevent many citizens from being denied the right to vote at the polls. In the 2004 elections, for example, 1.9 million voters nationwide cast provisional ballots; approximately 1.2 million (64.5 percent) of those provisional ballots were counted. 17 In addition, HAVA has increased the integrity of our elections by strengthening statewide voter registration databases.
HAVA authorized EAC to develop a national program to accredit voting system testing laboratories and national standards to test the voting systems. In 2005, EAC adopted the Voluntary Voting System Guidelines for states on voting equipment and election technologies. These guidelines, which will become effective in December 2007, provide "a set of specifications and requirements against which voting systems can be tested to determine if the systems provide all the basic functionality, accessibility, and security capabilities required of these systems." 18 HAVA's requirements have helped speed the adoption of electronic voting machines as replacements for lever and punch-card voting machines. In 2000, just 10 percent of the counties in the United States (containing 13 percent of registered voters) used DRE voting machines, while 41 percent of counties (containing 29 percent of registered voters) used optical scan ballots. 19 In 2006, 36 percent of the counties in the United States (containing 38 percent of registered voters) used DRE voting machines, 20 and 56 percent (containing 49 percent of registered voters) used optical scan ballots. 21 
benefits of e-Voting
Digital electronic voting solves a number of voting problems associated with electromechanical voting technology. In the 2000 U.S. presidential election, for example, punch-card voting machines created ballots with half-punched ballots. When election officials could not determine voter intent, they had to discard these ballots. DRE voting machines eliminate this problem, because in the binary world of computers, "dimpled chads" do not exist. In addition, when completing a paper ballot, voters can easily mistakenly overvote or undervote and render their ballot invalid. DRE voting machines help eliminate these problems by preventing voters from casting invalid ballots, thereby ensuring that more ballots count.
Electronic voting also has the potential to revolutionize the voting process for blind, disabled, or illiterate voters. With paper ballots, many of these voters could vote only with the assistance of poll workers, which compromised both the confidentiality and the integrity of their ballots. Audio-based electronic voting machines enable blind and illiterate voters to vote privately and independently. DRE voting machines also can have more user-friendly interfaces to make voting simpler. For example, DRE voting machines can show voters a summary of their ballot, allowing them easily to verify that they have not made an error.
Finally, many states allow early voting at central polling locations throughout the state in the days prior to Election Day. Early voting helps make voting more accessible to people who might otherwise be unable to vote on the day of the election. Early voting with paper ballots is impractical and expensive because custom ballots must be made available for each precinct, often in multiple languages. Thus, for example, in Riverside County, California, election officials switched to DRE voting machines after they discovered that they wasted over half a million dollars in unused paper ballots in one election because of low voter turnout.
22 DRE voting machines can host ballots for every precinct, so election officials can more easily provide early voting. In addition, many DRE voting machines enable multilingual and non-English speaking voters to vote using their preferred language.
opposition to Dre Voting maChines
Unfortunately, the effort to bring voting machines into the digital age has been politicized by various interest groups, including BlackBoxVoting.org and VerifiedVoting.org. These groups have waged a fullscale assault on DRE voting machines. They decry the technology as inherently insecure while refusing any solution other than a return to paper ballots.
The success of these groups reflects the high degree of polarization and distrust in politics, as well as the emotional investment many people have in elections. Many opponents of electronic voting machines are motivated by a distrust of technology, anger at election results, and conspiracy theories about voting companies. For example, political strategist Bob Shrum has blamed Senator John Kerry's loss in 2004 on the electronic voting machines in Ohio and suggested that election officials intentionally rigged these devices to favor President Bush. 23 Opponents of fully electronic voting machines also rely on the fact that few Americans understand the technology behind electronic voting, such as cryptography. They scare voters and election officials into demanding something they do understand: paper.
Not surprisingly, some opponents of electronic voting machines have waged their battles in the courts. In Maryland, for instance, Linda Schade, the founder of TrueVoteMD, sued the Maryland State Board of Elections to force the board to decertify the Diebold voting machines and obtain an injunction to force Maryland to use paper ballots in the 2004 election. 24 The courts dismissed her motion and arguments and stated that although no election system could meet a standard of "perfect security," the court was "confident the votes of the Plaintiffs will be counted." 25 
Opponents of fully electronic voting machines also rely on the fact that few Americans understand the technolog y behind electronic voting, such as cryptography.
The debate on electronic voting was further politicized when Walden O'Dell, the CEO of Diebold, one of the primary manufacturers of e-voting equipment, was found to be a major fundraiser for the Bush re-election campaign in 2004. In addition, O'Dell distributed a fundraising letter in which he stated his commitment "to helping Ohio deliver its electoral votes to the president next year." 26 Since then Diebold, originally known for making ATMs, has been targeted by critics of e-voting for its allegedly insecure voting equipment. Initiatives such as "Hack the Vote" were created, and a monetary prize was offered to anybody who could prove that they could hack into an e-voting system undetected. 27 To date, nobody has claimed the prize money.
At the heart of the argument against e-voting is the notion that a computer cannot be trusted-an idea that flies in the face of our digital culture. In areas from online banking, to health information technology, to aviation, Americans trust computers every day with their lives and livelihood, not because computers are infallible, but because the benefits of technology significantly outweigh the risks. With any voting system there is a margin of error, from either fraud or error, but e-voting offers the chance to minimize the margin of error by offering complete end-to-end auditing. The claim that "e-voting systems actually provide less accountability, poorer reliability, and greater opportunity for fraud" 28 is false and indefensible. Furthermore, as we discuss later in this report, some e-voting techniques use advanced cryptography that offer voters and election observers an unprecedented level of verifiability not achievable in traditional paperbased voting systems.
Demands for Voter-Verified paper audit trails
Critics of electronic voting have demanded states add "voter-verified paper audit trails" to all DRE voting machines. If this approach were adopted, a DRE voting machine would print a paper ballot after each voter cast his or her electronic ballot. The individual voter could then verify that the printed paper ballot was correct. Depending on the system, the voter would either manually deposit this paper ballot into a ballot box or the voting machine would mechanically store the paper ballot. Advocates of adding voter-verified paper audit trails to all DRE voting machines have dubbed this approach "verified voting," because the voter can verify that the voting machine has created an audit trail of his or her vote.
Unfortunately, paper-based auditing trails such as these do not allow the voter to verify that the results of an election are accurate. A DRE voting machine can provide up to three different guarantees to a voter: first, that the vote was cast as intended; second, that the vote was recorded as cast; and third, that the vote was tallied as recorded. 29 The first property, that the vote was cast as intended, simply means that the DRE voting machine understood the voter intent. Such verification is typically provided to the voter when the DRE voting machine shows the voter's selection on the screen. The second property, that the vote was recorded as cast, means that the DRE voting machine recorded the correct vote for the voter. Paper audit trails are but one way to verify this property. The third property, that the vote was tallied as recorded, is not provided by voter-verified paper audit trails. Without this property, the other two guarantees are of less value. Ultimately, voters want to know that their vote was included in the final tally. Paper audit trails do not provide this assurance.
One of the most common arguments used by opponents of e-voting is that the DRE voting machine is essentially a "black box," and its operations are hidden from the voter. For most DRE voting machines, this statement is true. Historically, though, many types of voting machines, including the lever machines that were used for more than 100 years in U.S. elections, have been black boxes whose internal workings have been hidden from voters. There are always some people who mistrust new technology. In the 1960s, for example, people objected to using IBM computers to count punch-card ballots because of fears that the machines might switch votes. 30 Contrary to the claims of e-voting opponents, though, merely adding paper audit trails to DRE voting machines does not make elections more secure. The problem is not "black box voting" but "black box elections." Most of the operations of the election, such as ballot collecting, ballot transferring, and ballot tallying are hidden from the voter. The result is that no voter, regardless of the presence or absence of paper audit trails, currently knows whether his or her vote was actually counted.
Ultimately, voters want to know that their vote was included in the final tally. Paper audit trails do not provide this assurance.
Another common argument made by opponents of e-voting is that without paper receipts, an attacker can easily make a voting machine alter ballots without being detected. 31 Opponents of e-voting use fear of the unknown and widespread ignorance about information security to create the illusion that DRE voting machines can easily be hacked. Unfortunately, this argument confuses two issues: attacking a computer versus attacking an election. As we explain later, most voting systems used today rely on both physical security and auditing to prevent election fraud. Opponents of evoting such as BlackBoxVoting.org claim that they can "hack an election," but none of their attacks are plausible under real-world election scenarios, particularly when the voting machines are correctly designed and implemented. 32 Unfortunately, claims that it is possible to "hack an election" are difficult for the average person or elected official to judge, because few Americans are information security experts.
For example, in July 2007, a group commissioned by the California secretary of state to review the state's voting machines released a report documenting the security vulnerabilities that they found. 33 The report received much press, and critics of e-voting pointed to this report as proof that DRE voting machines can be hacked. While the report serves as a valuable tool to evaluate and improve the security of these machines, the so-called "attacks" detailed in the report are inconsequential. While these attacks may work in the lab, most of these attacks are unrealistic in real-world election conditions. As the authors admit early on in the report, they made no assumptions about the "compensating controls or procedural mitigation measures that vendors, the Secretary of State, or individual counties may have adopted."
34 Moreover, the authors acknowledge that the "testers did not evaluate the likelihood of any attack being feasible." 35 Similarly, the claim that paper receipts are needed for voters to believe that the DRE voting machine has cast the correct ballot reflects a naive view of elections for several reasons. First, as discussed later in this report, paper receipts are not the only form of verification. Second, the DRE voting machines used in elections have been independently tested during the certification process. Independent testing has a crucial role in helping ensure the security of voting machines. EAC has worked with the National Institute of Standards and Technology to develop a National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program to test the functionality, accessibility, and security of voting equipment. 36 Only laboratories that receive this accreditation are authorized to issue a national certification for voting machines, and the vast majority of states require this certification. If independent testers do not find a vulnerability that is later discovered by third-party researchers, then the state should review why the independent testers did not find the vulnerability and work to strengthen the certification process.
Because some people do not understand that voting machines must undergo independent testing, they fear that a voting machine may steal their vote. Independent testers perform quality assurance tests to verify that the machine does not erroneously record voting results. Thus, for example, a DRE voting machine that is preprogrammed to cheat would not be approved by independent testers because it would not give consistent or accurate results. 37 In order to steal votes, the DRE voting machines would have to be compromised after the certification process. The risk of DRE voting machines' cheating can be further mitigated by conducting election-day auditing of a randomly selected group of voting machines during an election. Such auditing provides a probabilistic guarantee that no voting system can cheat.
Election officials use various physical security controls to prevent attackers from tampering with voting machines. Such controls include securely storing and transferring voting machines, using tamper-resistant hardware, and employing election watchers at the poll site. Critics claim that reliance on physical security controls is a weakness; however, paper-based voting systems also depend on physical security controls to avoid cheating (e.g., election watchers must prevent attackers from destroying or altering ballots).
Using a standard refrain from information technology security, opponents of e-voting also charge that "every system can be hacked." 38 They argue that no DRE voting machines should ever be used because any computer can be compromised. This charge is unsubstantiated but plays to many Americans' fears and inexperience with technology.
Once again, the realities of the election process are often ignored. The debate is not whether some machines can be compromised in a laboratory where the attacker has a laptop, tools, and full access to the voting machine, but whether an attacker can alter votes with limited access to the voting machines. Certainly, given enough collusion, time, and access to voting equipment, many attackers could successfully compromise voting machines. However, one of the reasons citizens trust elections is because there is sufficient separation of duties between multiple independent actors to prevent most types of abuse. Regardless of the voting technology, though, no election is completely secure. To illustrate, "denial of service" attacks can be made against voting machines and poll locations through vandalism or intimidation. Yet the risk from these threats is mitigated by countermeasures, such as the threat of jail. The real threat to elections is from those attacks in which votes can be altered without detection. The disclosure of source code by e-voting manufacturers is another contentious issue for opponents of e-voting. Although virtually every DRE voting machine vendor discloses the source code of its products during the certification process, opponents of e-voting claim that it is unfair that everybody does not get a chance to see the source code. Many DRE vendors are unwilling to release their source code publicly because they fear copyright infringement. They also fear that individual reviewers will make unsubstantiated claims against their voting systems prior to an election simply to undermine the public's confidence in the voting systems.
Audit trails are less useful in proving that the voting machines functioned incorrectly. If there is a discrepancy between the audit record and the electronic record, neither voters nor election officials will know which record to trust.
In any event, requiring all e-voting manufacturers to disclose their source code is not the solution. Most computers, including DRE voting machines, rely on third-party software, such as an underlying operating system, hardware drivers, and other related programs. No source code disclosure by a DRE manufacturer will be complete, because DRE manufacturers cannot provide source code for third-party software. Furthermore, attempts to mandate both paper audit trails and source code disclosure miss the fact that if paper audit trails work, there is no need for the source code to be publicly disclosed.
Although Congress should not mandate the disclosure of proprietary source code, states and counties would be wise to show preference to voting system manufacturers that publicly release the source code of their products for review. "Security through obscurity" has long been derided as an ineffective safeguard against attackers. The security of the voting machine should not depend on the confidentiality of the machine source code. Voting systems with publicly released source code will undergo greater scrutiny and testing by security researchers than those that are only tested in government-approved laboratories. Furthermore, voters will have a higher level of confidence in elections conducted on these machines given their greater degree of transparency.
why paper aUDit trails are not the answer
Requiring that voter-verified paper audit trails be added to DRE voting machines to detect error or fraud will not provide complete security in an election because the integrity of the election still depends on the chain-of-custody remaining secure. The real problem with the current generation of DRE voting machines is not that they use computers, but that the integrity of the election depends on maintaining a secure chain-of-custody of the voting machines and the ballots. 40 This problem is not unique to DRE voting machines, because the integrity of the election in a paper ballot system is similarly dependent on a secure chain-of-custody. In either voting system, a ballot can be compromised only if malicious actors are able to insert themselves into the voting process by, for instance, stuffing a ballot box or changing the code in a DRE voting machine. In both types of systems, election officials employ physical security countermeasures such as locked ballot boxes, poll watchers, and police to mitigate these risks.
Requiring that voter-verified paper audit trails be generated by DRE voting machines would increase the cost and complexity of elections. Paper ballots must be properly created, collected, transferred, tracked, stored, and counted. In addition, printers are costly to add and maintain. Printers can fail for a variety of reasons including hardware failure, paper jams, lack of paper, or lack of ink. Voting machines that generate "reel-to-reel" paper receipts reduce anonymity on voting machines, especially for the last voters. Since poll watchers can track who votes on each voting machine, a chronological record of votes could compromise voter privacy. 41 Finally, opponents of e-voting demand paper ballots and paper audit trails so that they can be used in a manual recount. Yet manual tallying introduces numerous possibilities for fraud and error given the unpredictable human element.
A voter-verified audit trail provides voters a guarantee that an audit record of their vote was created. The audit trail also provides limited post-election assurance to election officials that the voting machines functioned correctly. An audit trail helps prevent anybody from undetectably altering the ballots cast in an election. Unfortunately, these audit trails are less useful in proving that the voting machines functioned incorrectly. If there is a discrepancy between the audit record and the electronic record, neither voters nor election officials will know which record to trust. Ultimately, election law will determine whether the electronic record or the paper record is counted as the true ballot in a disputed election.
Unlike local verifiability, universal verifiability allows voters to be completely confident in the validity of the final election results.
If a paper audit record is the ballot, as advocated by many opponents of e-voting, then any error or fraud in the paper trail will result in incorrect election results. To steal an election, attackers would merely need to alter the paper ballots and then claim the DRE voting machines malfunctioned. The United States moved to electronic ballots precisely to avoid the problems of paper ballots such as stuffed ballot boxes, spoiled ballots, and stolen ballots. The addition of paper audit trails to DRE voting machines would simply convert our elections back to a paper ballot system. Voter-verified paper audit trails can assure voters that a machine has properly understood their votes, but such audit trails offer no assurances that ballots were recorded correctly or included in the final vote. Similarly, voterverified paper ballots assure individual voters that their ballot was recorded correctly by a machine, but such ballots do not provide any assurance to voters that their ballot was counted correctly or even included in the final total.
alternatiVes to paper aUDit trails
Not all audit trails for DRE voting machines are paper based. One option that has emerged is audio verification of votes. After making their selections, voters hear an audio playback of their intended votes over headphones. An audio recorder, independent of the DRE voting machine, then records the audio confirmation of voters' selections. A recent study that compared the behavior of voters on DRE voting machines with audio audit trails and paper audit trails found that the paper audit trails had serious usability defects. The DRE voting machines were configured intentionally to introduce errors into the voting record. The study found that voters were 10 times more successful at finding errors when they heard their vote read back to them than when they read a paper receipt.
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Another option is to use two machines: one to record the ballot and a second, independent machine to verify the ballot and create a digital audit trail of each vote. The ballot can be stored on either digital media or paper. Thus, for example, voters could go to machine A to record their ballots onto a smartcard, and then go to machine B to verify that the smartcard contained the correct votes. The security of a system such as this would depend on the two machines not colluding. To discourage collusion, states could require separate manufacturers for each device or use open-source code. The fact that both machines would use audio technology would mean that everyone, including people with disabilities, could independently verify the audit trail. In contrast, paper audit trails would not allow blind or illiterate voters to verify their ballots independently.
A similar form of verification for DRE voting machines could also be achieved by using a singleinput, dual output voting system. In this scenario, two independent DRE voting machines would connect to a single input, such as a keyboard or touch-screen. The two separate machines would independently capture all voter input and create separate audit trails of all votes. Again, the security of this voting system would depend on the machines' inability to collude. An alternative to "local verifiability," where the correctness of each vote is verified by the individual casting the vote is "universal verifiability," which allows anybody to check that the final tally of votes is correctly computed. 43 44 Unlike local verifiability, universal verifiability allows voters to be completely confident in the validity of the final election results. The simplest example of universal verifiability is a vote taken by a show of hands. Anyone voting or observing the election can confirm that all votes were counted correctly. Obviously, showing hands would not work well in large elections, and it would force voters to give up their privacy. As discussed below, however, several cryptographic procedures have been proposed that provide universally verifiable elections, while also preserving the institution of secret ballots.
moVing beyonD paper trails: the next generation of Dre Voting maChines DRE voting machines that provide universal verifiability offer more security than any voting machine currently used in U.S. elections. Researchers have developed a number of proposals to provide universal verifiability using cryptographic techniques (see Box 2) to secure information. These cryptographic systems provide voters with more security and verifiability than is found in traditional voting systems. To illustrate how cryptography can be used to improve the voting process, two examples of voting systems that offers universal verifiability through innovative cryptographic techniques-VoteHere and Scratch & Vote-are described below.
Votehere
VoteHere, developed by Dategrity Corp., is an example of a voting system that offers universal verifiability through innovative cryptographic techniques. This system gives election administrators a complete end-to-end audit capability and voters the opportunity to verify that their vote is included in the final tally. A simplified version of the voting process includes the following steps:
1. Voters cast an electronic ballot in the voting booth using a DRE voting machine.
2. Voters receive a receipt, which provides them assurance that their ballot was encrypted correctly. The receipt also allows voters to track their ballot on the Internet. This receipt does not provide any information that would allow a voter to prove to anybody else how he or she voted.
3. At the end of the election, election officials post every encrypted ballot on the Internet. Voters can verify that their ballot has been recorded, but they cannot view the details of their ballot. Since the ballots are encrypted, each vote remains private.
4.. Voters use the receipt they received after voting to verify that their encrypted ballot was transmitted successfully from the poll site to the central computer and has not been altered.
5.
Election officials anonymize the ballots. They use a cryptographic technique called mixnets (described in Box 2) to guarantee that no votes are added or changed.
6. Election officials decrypt and count the anonymous ballots.
Dategrity Corp has published the source code used in the VoteHere system. In addition, it has published a number of white papers that explain, in depth, the details of the cryptography. 47 Although not everyone may understand or want to know the specific mathematics behind this voting system, the availability of the details of this voting protocol provides the opportunity for anybody to verify the security of this system.
scratch &Vote
Scratch & Vote is another voting protocol that illustrates how researchers are developing innovative solutions for integrating advanced cryptography into easy-to-use voting systems. It uses everyday technology such as barcodes and box 2: crypTographic Techniques To implemenT verifiable, secreT balloT elecTions some of the most common cryptographic techniques used to implement secure, verifiable voting systems are described below. although a discussion of the algorithms behind these techniques is outside the scope of this paper, an overview of these common techniques illustrates how cryptographic solutions can improve voting. all of the techniques described can be implemented using public, open cryptographic algorithms that have been peer-reviewed and subjected to scrutiny by the information security community.
CUt anD Choose. cut and choose is a basic building block of several cryptographic protocols. how can a piece of cake be divided fairly between two individuals? one simple solution to this problem is to allow one person to cut the cake and the other person to select a piece. This approach works because the person who cuts the cake cannot cheat since the other person chooses which piece each person receives. a similar cut and choose technique can be used to ensure that a voting machine cannot cheat without being detected. for example, imagine a voting protocol where the voter is asked to submit an encrypted ballot. if the ballot is encrypted, how can the voter trust that the encrypted ballot is correct? one solution is as follows. The voter makes his or her selections and then instructs the computer to print two different encrypted ballots. The voter chooses one ballot to test and one ballot to put in the ballot box. next the computer proves that the test ballot correctly decrypts and matches the voter's original selection. after confirming that the chosen ballot decrypted correctly, the voter submits the encrypted ballot. since the computer does not know which ballot the voter will select to test, it has a 50 percent chance of being caught if it ever tries to cheat. 45 homomorphiC enCryption. encryption is the process by which information is encoded to provide confidentiality. modern encryption schemes have two parts: a public encryption function and a private key. The encrypted information is unintelligible to anyone without the key. voting protocols use encryption to ensure that ballots remain private. once ballots are encrypted, they can be made public since they are indecipherable without the key. if election officials make encrypted ballots public, then voters can verify that their encrypted ballot arrived unaltered from the poll site. how can election officials tally the votes if the ballots are encrypted? one possibility is first to decrypt all of the ballots, and then tally the decrypted ballots. The problem with this method is that decrypting ballots compromises voter privacy. a better solution is to use a special type of encryption, called additive homomorphic encryption, to encrypt the ballots. homomorphic encryption is a special type of cryptography in which the sum of two encrypted values is equal to the encrypted sum of the values. additive homomorphic encryption has a unique property described by the following equation:
a scratch surface (such as that found on a lottery ticket) to provide universal verifiability.
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Voters mark their vote on a paper ballot but then cast their vote using a digital image of the Scratch & Vote ballot. This system illustrates how integrating cryptographic voting solutions can create an unprecedented level of security and verifiability for voters.
The Scratch & Vote ballot has two halves, as shown in the accompanying figure. On the left half, the ballot lists the candidates in a random order. The right half of the ballot is a column of corresponding checkboxes. It also includes a bar code, a scratch-off area and a tracking number. The bar code indicates which candidate corresponds with each checkbox; however, this information is encrypted using a secret key. The secret key is located under the scratch-off area.
The voting process in the Scratch & Vote protocol works as follows:
1. The voter marks the checkbox opposite the name of the candidate of his or her choice.
2.
The voter discards the half of the ballot that contains the list of candidate names. Since the names on the ballot are in a different random order on each ballot, without the list of names, nobody can tell from the checkmark position whom a voter selected.
box 2 (continued)
The sum of two encrypted values is equal to the encrypted sum of the two values. This property allows a voting system to add all of the encrypted ballots into a single encrypted tally without first decrypting the ballots. election officials can then just decrypt this one encrypted tally. since nobody decrypts the individual ballots, each ballot stays private but the tally is public. how do the voters know the tally was decrypted correctly? The election officials post a zero knowledge proof (explained below), which any voter can verify.
Zero KnowleDge proofs. a zero knowledge proof is a method by which one individual can convince another individual that a statement is true, without revealing anything other than the veracity of the statement. The classic example of a zero knowledge proof involves pablo the prover, violet the verifier, and a cave with a magic door. as shown in the figure below, the cave is shaped like a circle, with the entrance on one side and the magic door on the other. only a person who knows the magic word can open the magic door and complete the circle. pablo wants to prove to violet that he knows the magic word, but he does not want her to hear the word. instead, they agree on the following test. violet stands with her back to the entrance to the cave and pablo enters either the right or left passage of the cave. violet then faces the cave and tells pablo which side of the cave she wants him to exit. if he does not know the magic word, pablo only has a 50 percent chance of coming out the correct passage. if he knows the magic word, it is easy for him to accomplish. pablo and violet repeat this test until violet is convinced that pablo must know the magic word. in voting systems, this protocol is useful for confirming that a computer has completed an operation without forcing the computer to reveal information that could compromise voter privacy.
mixnets. universal verifiability means that anybody can verify that the final tally is correctly computed from all valid ballots. 46 To provide universal verifiability, voting systems must allow anyone to look at the final ballots. for example, all of the ballots can be posted on the internet. unencrypted ballots cannot be posted online if they identify the voter because this would eliminate voter privacy. one solution is to anonymize the ballots before posting them on the internet to ensure voter privacy. To anonymize a set of ballots, a computer takes the ballots and outputs a random permutation of them. however, voters need assurance that their ballots have not been changed in the process. mixnets use zero-knowledge proofs (explained above) to prove that the computer has created a permutation of the original votes, without revealing the selections made by each voter. mixnets allow voting systems to anonymize data without relying on a trusted third party.
3.
The voter takes the remaining half of the ballot to a poll worker. The poll worker ensures that the scratch-off area has not been scratched off.
4. The poll worker detaches and throws away the scratch-off area.
5.
The voter scans the ballot into a digital repository. The voter can take the paper ballot home, as it does not show who the voter selected and it does not contain the secret key necessary for decrypting the barcode on the voter's ballot. 6 . Election officials post all of the scanned ballots on the Internet, which allows the voter to use the tracking number to verify that his or her ballot is posted online and has not been altered.
To ensure that no ballots are "rigged," each voter can request two ballots during the voting process. The voter audits one ballot and votes with the other one. The audit process works as follows. First, the voter scratches off the scratch-off area, which reveals a key. Using this key, the voter can then decrypt the barcode information and confirm that it is correct (i.e., that the information in the barcode accurately reflects the random order of the candidates on this ballot). Finally, the voter discards the test ballot. Election officials do not accept any ballot where the scratch-off area has been removed.
To tally the votes, a computer reads each barcode to reveal the encrypted value that corresponds to the checkmark position on the voter's ballot. Each of these encrypted values was created using homomorphic encryption (described in Box 2 above). This property allows the computer to aggregate all of the encrypted values to arrive at one encrypted tally for each race. Since all of the ballots are available online, anyone can perform these same steps to verify that the election officials have correctly tallied the ballots. Finally, a quorum of election officials decrypts the single encrypted counter, and then posts a proof of correctness that any voter can verify. 49 Although cryptographic voting systems offer many improvements over current optical scan and DRE voting systems, no voting machine can ensure perfect elections. Even the best voting machine cannot prevent elections from being susceptible to poor authentication of voters, corrupt voter registration databases, and voter intimidation. Nor can these voting machines protect against voter fraud or coercion that occurs through absentee voting by mail. For the voters that use these machines, cryptographic voting systems can offer a significantly improved and more secure voting experience than paper-based systems. 
ConClUsion
Free and open elections are the hallmark of a modern democracy. If the United States wants to continue to be the world's leader in fair, secure, and democratic elections, it must commit to developing improved new voting systems, not go back to the voting technology of the 19 th century. We believe that by adopting the recommendations outlined in this report, Congress and the states can restore voter confidence and improve security in our elections.
